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India

Overview

• The outlook for India's long-term growth is moderately positive due to a

young population and corresponding low dependency ratio, healthy

savings and investment rates, and increasing integration into the global

economy.

• However, an inefficient power generation and distribution system,

ineffective enforcement of intellectual property rights, decades-long civil

litigation dockets, inadequate transport and agricultural infrastructure,

limited non-agricultural employment opportunities, high spending and

poorly targeted subsidies, inadequate availability of quality basic and

higher education, and accommodating rural-to-urban migration are

significant long-term challenges.
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India – To get there

Route planning

• Flying to or from India, can lead to a myriad of geo-political situations if operating

thru the Middle East or if coming from Russia.

• Make sure you are avoiding situations such as overflying Syria, as displayed

below.
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India – To get there

Permissions

• Permits are required for landing or overflying India for all types of flights.

Landing Overflight

Private flights 7 3

Charter 7 3

Military airport up to 20 days

• Remember this lead time is business days only!

• Permits have to be processed thru the local ground handler and not directly with
civil aviation.

• Permits are usually good for a 48 hour period

• Watch for public holidays, they can really mess with your permit lead time. Civil
aviation are very good about letting us know well in advance.
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India – To get there

Permissions

• From last August, India CAA issued additions for permit requests…

1. Complete routing to be flown

2. Entry/Exit points into Indian FIR.

3. Pilot in Command name and nationality along with total number of

crew and passengers on board.
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India – To get there

Permissions

• Overflight permit is not required for flights away from the Indian coast.

• Here is an example for that oops! moment if operating say from the Middle East to

Singapore

• Male / VRMM is a good get out of jail card and also a good fuel stop, it still requires

permission which is fairly easy to get and avoids waiting on an Indian overflight

permit.
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India – To get there

Permissions - Military

• A lot of times if passengers are going to New Delhi, they suddenly remember the

Taj Mahal is not that far away

• If they want to fly there on their

airplane, remember Agra / VIAG is

a military airport.

• Prior permission (PPR) as well as

a landing permit may be required

and the landing permit will not be issued until the PPR has been agreed.

• Any revisions may cause the process to be started again.

• Remember the lead time for military airports.
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India – To get there

Permissions - Military

• Your aircraft may not be allowed to stay at a military base for very long as parking

is limited.

• Military airports may not publically publish approach plates, so working with the

ground handler is highly recommended to help with this.

• Flights are usually only allowed during regular military operating daylight hours at

these airports and depending on military flying schedule.
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India – To get there

Permissions

• One odd thing with India is if you have an aircraft operating in their airspace that is

‘airdrop capable’.

• This can prove a major headache,

when trying to explain your ‘Twin

Otter’ is an airline version with

passenger door only and not

capable of inflight dropping of

‘stuff’

• This means sending operators manual information showing the aircraft is

passenger configured only, otherwise can take much longer to get permission.
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India – To get there

Permissions – Passports / Visa’s

• Visas are required for both crew and passengers.

• If someone tells you the crew can get the permit on arrival at a certain airport,

make sure they get the visa before leaving on their trip.

• Crew can only arrive with valid business Visa.

• Passengers can arrive with either tourist or business visa.
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India – To get there

Pilot notes – Airport curfews

• Mumbai / VABB for example may display as a 24 hour airport.

• But there are restrictions on General Aviation movements due to airline pushes

from 0800 – 1000, 1730 – 1930 and 2115 – 2315 (local times)

• Other main airline airports may have less stringent restrictions.

• Operating from / to Mumbai to or from another slot restricted airport, can make for

an interesting trip!
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India – To get there

Pilot notes - Navigation / Communication (Nav/Com)

• Ensure to check the state rules and procedure

• They expect 10 minutes notice before entering the FIR

• ‘Whiskey’ routes (as shown here in the example from Delhi to Agra) are only

available for domestic routes. VIDP DCT ITBAN W10S AGG DCT VIAG

• India may put you at or below FL150 within 30 nautical miles of the airport.

• They have normal and restricted airport operating minimums. Normal applies to

Indian and international airlines

• This will be notated in the landing minimums section of the chart.
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India – To get there

Pilot notes - Navigation / Communication (Nav/Com)

• HF radio is required for overwater or remote areas.

• Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) or Controller Pilot Datalink

Communications (CPDLC) is available in the Mumbai and Delhi Flight Information

Regions (FIR) on certain airways.

• Standard RVSM rules apply (FL290 – FL410) and strategic lateral offset

procedures (SLOP) are useable

• Anticipate delays (holding) into the main airports as they are very busy

• Your may not be allowed to fly above FL450 (or sometimes only FL410)

• Airways L888, Y1, Y2 and Y3 are not useable for non Chinese business jets.

These airways can be found in the middle section of China.
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India – To get there

Pilot Notes - Meteorology

• Monsoon season is usually considered from June to September .

• Make sure you are kept up to date with any possible tropical cyclones, unlike

hurricane season there is no set start and end date, but is generally April thru

December.

• Smoke is an ongoing issue in India and can restrict visibility considerably in the

northern central and coastal region airports.
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India – To get there

Pilot notes - Notams

• Here is an example of notams for a route from Dubai / OMDW to Mumbai / VABB

• And here are the notams for Mumbai

• So always check notams as early as possible for operating into or out of India
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India – To get there

Pilot notes – Alternate airports

• There is usually quite a distance between the destination airport and the alternate

airport. Pretty much anywhere in India.

• For example from Delhi / VIDP to Jaipur / VIJP is 126 miles but it can be a four and

a half hour drive.

VIDP

VIJP
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India – To get there

Pilot notes – Cabotage

• We have also moved Indian nationals around with no issue.

• Special permission is needed but the handler with take care of that for you.
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India – On the ground

Airport / handling information

• Make sure you get a good briefing

from your service provider giving

– Country security information

– Airport informaiton

– Handler information

– Bulletins (such as special events,

etc.)

– Air Traffic information
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India – On the ground

Security

• As displayed on the last page, India (at the time of writing) is a Level 3 category

county, meaning it is a medium security risk airport.

• is no problems whatsoever is oh oh!

• This levels are fluid as the situation within a certain country changes.

• You have to use the local airport authorities if you need aircraft security.

• They can also provide specific briefing form a security expert (not a canned

report) on the country, airport, city and hotel if so desired.

Level 5Level 1
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India – On the ground

Tow bar

• You may be required to have a tow bar on board and to leave the brake off in

case they need to move the aircraft, ensure you leave confirmation with the

handler that the brakes ore off..

Documentation

• Your service provider should have already provided crew and passenger

information to the handler, so they have a head start on processing you thru

customs and immigration.
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India – On the ground

Customs / Immigration

• Will require a general Declaration form, your service provider can provide one as

part of the flight package.

• At Delhi / VIDP the parking stand may be remote

• Usually you will have to clear at the main terminal except at Mumbai and other

airports are now progressing towards having general aviation facilities instead of

having to go to the terminal.

• The handler will make sure they escort you thru the customs and immigration

process into and out of the country.

• Handlers in India are generally excellent.
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India – On the ground

Customs / Immigration

• Customs will seal the aircraft and it can only be unsealed in the presence of a

customs person.

• India also has a tax duty of fuel remaining on the aircraft at your initial stop if

operating to other India airports.
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India – On the ground

Ground Transportation and Hotels

• Ensure to have your service provider set up ground transportation with a

reputable company with driver and car information already sent to you.

• Your service provider can give you recommendation on hotels either at the

airport, city center, etc.

• There are international chain hotels within India.

• Ensure to have the hotel booked for early or

late check in, when required.

• Catering can be set up by your service

provider or use hotel catering
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India – On the ground

Goa airport / VOBG

• We have seen an upswing in flights to Goa / VOBG.

• Pictured is a good reason why
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India – On the ground

Goa airport / VOBG

• It is listed as a joint port but is strictly controlled by the military. They ask for 20

days lead time to obtain permission. I have seen it granted in less time but I am

fairly certain is was due to local contacts on the ground.

• You will most likely not be able to part there and will have to reposition.

• The closest spot is VOBL/Bangalore. In addition, the last couple of trips we have

done, the handler has asked for copies of all crew and pax passports and visas.

• They seemed to have backed off asking for the Father’s name as we have not

been asked.
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India – Leaving there

Fuel

Payments

• We have had no problems with fuel in India, but allow yourself plenty of

time, if fueling on day of departure. on Cuba

• The handler should help assist with any unexpected charges or at least

make you aware of them.

Flight Plan

• You may need to file a plan using the ICAO form so ensure your

service provider provides an electronic version in your flight package.
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China overview

Hopefully since our presidential inauguration

on January 20th, this information has not

changed too dramatically!
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China

Overview

• The country is very much focused on market-oriented economic

development and has increased its global outreach and participation in

international organizations.

• For much of the population, living standards have improved

dramatically, yet political controls remain tight.

• China is starting is now much more cognizant of our side of aviation

and is almost becoming more business jet friendly and increasing it civil

aircraft programs
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China – To get there

Route planning

• There are many preferred routes in China and specific entry or exit points.

• In our example from Mumbai / VABB to Shanghai / ZSPD, the entry point for China

is waypoint ‘LINSO’

VABB

LINSO

ZSPD
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China – To get there

Permissions (Landing and Overflight)

• All private, commercial, & nonscheduled commercial flights overflying or landing for

commercial or noncommercial purposes must obtain prior permission. Ambulance

flights can be arranged in very short notice.

Landing Overflight

Private flights 4 7

Charter 15 7

• All flights are for business only, there are no tourist flights via business aviation for
China.

• Keep itinerary changes to a minimum, or the permit request will be stopped and
started as a ‘new’ request.
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China – To get there

Permissions (Landing and Overflight)

• The biggest change to landing permits (beside lead time) is a sponsor letter may

not now be needed.

• If operating to Shanghai, you can use Pudong / ZSPD or Hongqiao International /

ZSSS, but not both on the trip inside China.

• Majority of our flights go to ZSPD

• You cannot exceed 6 sectors domestically

within China

ZSPD

ZSSS

Shanghai
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China – To get there

Permissions (Landing and Overflight)

• Civil aviation issued permit have NOT have the same route as your permit request.

• Not on the right route they will not let you cross into the China FIR.

• You cannot overfly China if departure or arrival airport is in Taiwan.

• Outside the normal main airports, civil aviation will require at least 7 working days

notification, including a sponsor letter and will require a Chinese navigator on

board.

• The navigator (usually a pilot) will come from one of the airlines based in China

and they will have the appropriate charting information.
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China – To get there

Permissions (Landing and Overflight)

• Per CAAC Flow Control Department, to better manage larger business jets G605 /

Global Express, Falcon 8X, etc. Scanned copies of aircraft documents must be

submitted to CAAC for their examination before operating to China as early as

possible.

• Once the aircraft is recorded in system, CAAC will proceed its application to land at

China as business jet procedure. For aircrafts already recorded in system, no

recording procedure need to be performed before future operations. FLOOR PLAN

(The one CAAC requires is like in an certified document indicating the aircraft

registration mark, seat capacity, cabin layout and its usage).
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China – To get there

Permissions (Landing and Overflight)

• The Sanya FIR may not require an overflight permit for the overwater routes.

• However! note that all these airways except (except N892) then head to or from

the Hong Kong area, so make sure permits are in order
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China – To get there

Permissions (Slots 0100 – 1359 UTC)

• You cannot hold more than one slot especially during peak hours 0100 – 1359

UTC, at airports…

Beijing Capital / ZBAA
Guangzhou / ZGGG
Shanghai Hongqiao / ZSSS
Shanghai Pudong / ZSPD
Shenzhen / ZGSZ



China – To get there

Permissions (Slots 2300 – 0100 UTC)

• NO take off or landing slots are available 2300 – 0100 UTC at

Beijing Capital / ZBAA
Changsha / ZGHA
Chengdu / ZUUU
Chongqing / ZUCK
Dalian / ZYTL
Fuzhou / ZSFZ
Guangzhou / ZGGG
Haikou / ZJHK
Hangzhou / ZSHC
Kunming / ZPPP
Nanjing / ZSNJ
Qingdao / ZSQD
Sanya / ZJSY
Shanghai Hongqiao / ZSSS
Shanghai Pudong / ZSPD
Shenzhen / ZGSZ
Tianjin / ZYTJ

Urumqi / ZWWW
Wuhan / ZHHH
Xiamen / ZSAM
Xi’an / ZLXY
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China – To get there

Permissions (Specific slot info - Beijing-capital / ZBAA

• 1600 – 2159 UTC Restriction free for slots (2000 – 0500 local time)

• 2300 – 0059 UTC No slots available for take offs or landings

• 2200 – 1559 UTC only two slots issued per hour

• One for domestic registered aircraft
• One for Internationally registered aircraft



China – To get there

Permissions (Specific slot info – Shanghai / ZSSS

• 1600 – 2159 UTC No Landing or take off slot due to curfew

• 2200 – 2300 UTC Check airport notams before operating during these

hours.

• 2300 – 0500 UTC on slots for take off or landing available

• Foreign registered aircraft are not

allowed to operate to or from

the east / northeast ay any time

• Remember the option

Shanghai / ZSPD!!!
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China – To get there

Permissions (Slot Conclusion)

• Slots will be allocated on a first come first served principle

• You should not apply for slots unless schedule is fully confirmed.

• Once you have your schedule, STICK TO IT.

• Think of the situation of flying Tokyo / RJAA to Shanghai / ZSSS, this can turn into

a slot nightmare with both airports and trying to coordinate departure and arrival

slot!!!
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China – To get there

Permissions (Passports and visas)

• Passports Both crew and passengers must hold a valid passport

if you have an expired passport with your current China visa in it

you will need to let your service provider know as soon as possible

as special arrangements will need to be made.

• Visa’s Passenger visa is required for China

Crew must have the ‘C’ type visa

Multi entry visas can be obtained.

If someone tells you can get a visa on arrival, get the visa before

you leave on the trip!
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China – To get there

Permissions (Passports and visas)

• Visa’s For repositioning crews either to or from China on airlines, may

need special visa requirements

this is only with prior arrangement with the handling agent and

only at the main airline airports.

41

Beijing Capital / ZBAA
Guangzhou / ZGGG
Shanghai Hongqiao / ZSSS
Shanghai Pudong / ZSPD
Shenzhen / ZGSZ
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China – On the ground

Airport / handling information

• Make sure you get a good briefing

from your service provider giving

– Country security information

– Airport informaiton

– Handler information

– Bulletins (such as special events,

etc.)

– Air Traffic information
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China – On the ground

Security

• All crew members Identification cards must display ‘Crew’ to be allowed into or

out of the airport.

• As you can see from the brief on the previous page, at the time of writing, China

and its airports are very safe and additional security measures for the aircraft are

not normally needed. .

• As with India, airport authorities do not allow Third party security providers to

guard aircraft airside. If you require guards for the aircraft, this can be set up thru

the handler.
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China – On the ground

Ground Transportation and Hotels

• Ensure to have your service provider set up ground transportation with a

reputable company with driver and car information already sent to you.

• For crew to and from hotel, ensure the car arranged has an good English

speaking driver.

• Your service provider can give you recommendation on hotels either at the

airport, city center, etc.

• There are international chain hotels within India.

• Ensure to have the hotel booked for early or late check in, when required.

• Catering can be set up by your service provider or use hotel catering



• Parking is currently limited to 48 hours at Pudong.

• However expect to be parked at part of the cargo ramp.

• Parking is dynamic, so you will not know your parking spot until arrival.

• Business aviation normally gets

to park at stands

Z11 thru Z16 or Z40 thru Z51
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China – On the ground

Shanghai / ZSPD - Parking
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China – On the ground

Shanghai / ZSPD – Customs and immigration

• Customs and immigration is a 24 hour operation.

• International arrivals Customs will inspect the aircraft and collect all
crew and passenger passports on the ramp.

Passengers then take a 15-minute ride to the
VIP lounge where they will wait for passports to
be stamped.

• International departures Customs will inspect and collect all crew and
passengers’ passports as they arrive at the VIP
lounge.

Passengers will wait to have the passports stamped
(about 20 minutes) and then ride to the aircraft.

All the passports are returned before
the cabin door closes.



• You are only allowed to park for 24 hours at Beijing.

• If you have a need to stay in Beijing more than 24 hours, it’s recommended that

alternate parking destinations be considered as a back-up plan.

• However sometime approval for a parking extension may be granted on the day of

arrival depending on the upcoming parking availability

• There are consequences for overstaying your parking allowance including fines up

to black listing.

• Another option for longer parking

is to try and obtain hangar space

but hangar space is at a premium.
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China – On the ground

Beijing / ZBAA - Parking
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China – On the ground

Beijing / ZBAA – Customs and immigration arrivals

• Customs and immigration is a 24 hour operation.

• International arrivals Aircraft doors cannot be opened until cleared to do so
by customs.

Immigration officers will receive you on the apron as
well as the ground handler.

Passengers will go to the handlers office via a VIP
bus along with the crews’ passports, after the cabin
inspection is complete. CIQ clearance is done inside
of the FBO.

When crew are ready they will be taken to the
handlers to receive their passports and complete
arrival process
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China – On the ground

Beijing / ZBAA – Customs and immigration departure

• International departures Both crew and passengers will go through security and
customs at the handlers.

Passports are left with customs and the passengers
will wait to have the passports stamped and the be
driven out to the aircraft.

All the passports will be brought out to the aircraft by
customs

Once customs has completed its procedures, they will
give permission to close up the aircraft.
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China – On the ground

Other airports – Customs and immigration departure

• Just like Pudong and Beijing, Shanghai / ZSSS customs clearance will follow the
same pattern.

• The handler may be able to arrange special arrangements to prioritize the crew
and passengers thru the customs process.

Health scans

• Do not be too surprised if officials still check crew and passengers health, this in
normally a very quick look and assessment.
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China – Leaving there

Fuel

• For Pudong / ZSPD expect delays on fuel truck getting to you, due to you being

parked at the cargo area. Beijing fuel is normally not an issue.

Flight Plan

• You may need to file a plan using the ICAO form, so ensure your

service provider provides an electronic version in your flight package.
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Contact information

Keith Dixon

Training and Development Manager
World Fuel I Colt

Email: kdixon@wfscorp.com
Phone: 281-280 2126
Cell: 346-221-7790

.


